


How is the CSG campaign How is the CSG campaign 
different?different?

 A fast growing mainstream A fast growing mainstream 
movement movement 

 That cuts across established That cuts across established 
political loyalties political loyalties 

 It’s in everyone’s backyard It’s in everyone’s backyard 
 Is introducing a whole new Is introducing a whole new 

demographic to direct action demographic to direct action 
for the first timefor the first time
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 Lock The Gate set the tone of the emerging movement Lock The Gate set the tone of the emerging movement 
as a rare alliance of environmentalists and rural as a rare alliance of environmentalists and rural 
landowners and farmerslandowners and farmers



Lock the gate, lock the road Lock the gate, lock the road 
protect your communityprotect your community

 The tactic of locking the gate has been The tactic of locking the gate has been 
powerful because it helps landowners powerful because it helps landowners 
resist the approaches of mining companies resist the approaches of mining companies 
for access to their land but it still relies on for access to their land but it still relies on 
ownership rights and individual action ownership rights and individual action 

 A whole of community strategy extends A whole of community strategy extends 
the power of locking the gate to a whole of the power of locking the gate to a whole of 
community level and provides greater community level and provides greater 
solidarity and powersolidarity and power
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What are the emergent dynamics of What are the emergent dynamics of 
the CSG campaign?the CSG campaign?

 Fast growing and highly decentralisedFast growing and highly decentralised
 Lots of new groups and new people Lots of new groups and new people 

invovledinvovled
 Highly organised opposing forces (Petro Highly organised opposing forces (Petro 

China and Shell for example)China and Shell for example)
 Urgent need and demand for training in Urgent need and demand for training in 

campaigning and non violent direct actioncampaigning and non violent direct action

© A Ricketts 2012
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 The broad anti CSG alliance (from Lismore’s perspective) 

National 

level 
Lock the Gate (nationally) 

State Level Alliance of NSW regional groups 

Eg:  No CSG Illawarra; Stop Pilliga coal 

Seam Gas; Northern Regional Alliance 

 

Regional level 
Northern Regional Alliance (Lock the Gate) 

CSG Free Lismore 

CSG Free Northern Rivers 

Kyogle GAG Rock Valley Rangers 

Sweetwater coalition 

Keerong gas squad 
Local groups 

+ New emergent 

groups 

Local roads committees 

Specialist groups 



Training roll outTraining roll out

 Experienced activists have prepared a Experienced activists have prepared a 
training package covering :training package covering :
 The nature and life cycle of social movementsThe nature and life cycle of social movements
 Planning and strategic mapping of campaignsPlanning and strategic mapping of campaigns
 Non violent direct action training includingNon violent direct action training including

 Training presentationsTraining presentations
 Mockade simulationsMockade simulations
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Training mockadeTraining mockade

Truck stoppageTruck stoppage Locking onLocking on
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The Activists’ HandbookThe Activists’ Handbook

'The Activists' Handbook' is a powerful 'The Activists' Handbook' is a powerful 
guide to grassroots activism. A guide to grassroots activism. A 
priceless resource for everyone ready priceless resource for everyone ready 
to make a difference, environmental to make a difference, environmental 
activist Aidan Ricketts offers a step-activist Aidan Ricketts offers a step-
by-step handbook for citizens eager by-step handbook for citizens eager 
to start or get involved in grass-roots to start or get involved in grass-roots 
movements and beyond.movements and beyond.

To purchase copies online go to

http://aidanricketts.com



The power of blockadesThe power of blockades

 Blockades have been a Blockades have been a 
powerful tool forpowerful tool for
   capturing the public capturing the public 

imaginationimagination
 Propelling an issue into the Propelling an issue into the 

political spotlightpolitical spotlight
 Frustrating opponentsFrustrating opponents
 Empowering participantsEmpowering participants
 Achieving strategic Achieving strategic 

advantage whilst pursuing advantage whilst pursuing 
other political and legal other political and legal 
solutionssolutions

© A Ricketts 2012
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Working direct action into the Working direct action into the 
campaign plancampaign plan

 The Kerry blockade in SE Qld proved that when The Kerry blockade in SE Qld proved that when 
the industry forces its way into a rural the industry forces its way into a rural 
community over the head of local opposition it community over the head of local opposition it 
takes a giant step backwards politicallytakes a giant step backwards politically

 This  message has to be repeated again again at This  message has to be repeated again again at 
increasing political cost to the minersincreasing political cost to the miners

 To be successful blockading needs to be To be successful blockading needs to be 
sustainable and for this campaign ubiquitoussustainable and for this campaign ubiquitous
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Back to the CSG campaignBack to the CSG campaign
 The obvious strength of The obvious strength of 

the csg campaign is its the csg campaign is its 
mainstream profile mainstream profile 
especially in rural especially in rural 
AustraliaAustralia

 Building a broad social Building a broad social 
movement is a key movement is a key 
strategic imperativestrategic imperative

© A Ricketts 2012
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Breaking the mouldBreaking the mould
 The scene of farmers protesting or being arrested has The scene of farmers protesting or being arrested has 

proved to be a powerful iconic image in the CSG proved to be a powerful iconic image in the CSG 
campaign, this is the famouscampaign, this is the famous akubra last stand akubra last stand

© A Ricketts 2012
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The CSG-free community The CSG-free community 
strategystrategy

 A new and powerful A new and powerful 
tactic for CSG is the idea tactic for CSG is the idea 
of creating gasfield-free of creating gasfield-free 
areas enforced by areas enforced by 
community actioncommunity action

 Relies on and supports Relies on and supports 
direct local democracydirect local democracy

 Ultimately it is headed Ultimately it is headed 
towards a ‘whole of towards a ‘whole of 
community’ resistance to community’ resistance to 
all CSG activityall CSG activity

© A Ricketts 2012
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The power of the CSG-Free The power of the CSG-Free 
campaigncampaign

 Because it is decentralised it will be almost Because it is decentralised it will be almost 
impossible to combat by targeting individuals or impossible to combat by targeting individuals or 
organisationsorganisations

 It will make ongoing CSG operations both It will make ongoing CSG operations both 
politically and economically costlypolitically and economically costly
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www.csgfreenorthernrivers.orgwww.csgfreenorthernrivers.org

 The CSG-Free northern rivers website has The CSG-Free northern rivers website has 
been established to provide support for been established to provide support for 
autonomous local groups wishing to take autonomous local groups wishing to take 
partpart

 The process invokes and builds local The process invokes and builds local 
democracydemocracy

 The individual ‘pledge’ is also a key The individual ‘pledge’ is also a key 
component component 

 CSG free community launch video: viewCSG free community launch video: view 18

http://www.csgfreenorthernrivers.org/


What is the process to be csg What is the process to be csg 
free community?free community?

   Go to Go to 
csgfreenorthernrivers.orgcsgfreenorthernrivers.org

 Organise a local public Organise a local public 
meeting meeting 

 Show the available DVDShow the available DVD

 Conduct a vote at the Conduct a vote at the 
meeting to declare meeting to declare 
yourselves csg freeyourselves csg free

 Conduct follow up surveys Conduct follow up surveys 
with neighbours face to face with neighbours face to face 
using the kit providedusing the kit provided



How can community resistance How can community resistance 
workwork

 Once areas are declared csg free Once areas are declared csg free 
 Neighbours create sms or phone tree Neighbours create sms or phone tree 

networks to mobilise local surveillance networks to mobilise local surveillance 
and  instant helpand  instant help

 The pledge helps build personal The pledge helps build personal 
commitment to stopping all CSG company commitment to stopping all CSG company 
movement in those zonesmovement in those zones

 Communities need to access NVDA Communities need to access NVDA 
trainingtraining

© A Ricketts 2012
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What kinds of actions?What kinds of actions?

 It is up to local groups to determine tacticsIt is up to local groups to determine tactics
 Can be as simple as “parking in” vehicles Can be as simple as “parking in” vehicles 

or delay by talking front and back of or delay by talking front and back of 
vehiclevehicle

 Use sms and phone trees to attract Use sms and phone trees to attract 
neighbouring supportneighbouring support

 Use of vehicle lock on devices and local Use of vehicle lock on devices and local 
small scale ‘small scale ‘blockadesblockades’’ of mining vehicles of mining vehicles

© A Ricketts 2012
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How can we optimise the use of non How can we optimise the use of non 
violent direct action strategies?violent direct action strategies?

 By linking NVDA into a whole of By linking NVDA into a whole of 
campaign plancampaign plan

 Building exit strategies into the modelBuilding exit strategies into the model
 Using strategic blockade methodologyUsing strategic blockade methodology

© A Ricketts 2012
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The Activists’ HandbookThe Activists’ Handbook

'The Activists' Handbook' is a powerful 'The Activists' Handbook' is a powerful 
guide to grassroots activism. A guide to grassroots activism. A 
priceless resource for everyone ready priceless resource for everyone ready 
to make a difference, environmental to make a difference, environmental 
activist Aidan Ricketts offers a step-activist Aidan Ricketts offers a step-
by-step handbook for citizens eager by-step handbook for citizens eager 
to start or get involved in grass-roots to start or get involved in grass-roots 
movements and beyond.movements and beyond.

To purchase copies online go to

http://aidanricketts.com



Key themes of trainingKey themes of training

 Strategic arrest vs. mass arrestStrategic arrest vs. mass arrest
 Exit strategy awarenessExit strategy awareness
 Police liaisonPolice liaison
 Avoid unnecessary arrestsAvoid unnecessary arrests
 Every time the companies invade our Every time the companies invade our 

communities they take a step backwards communities they take a step backwards 
politicallypolitically

© A Ricketts 2012
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WhatWhat’’s the alternative? s the alternative? 
strategic arreststrategic arrest

 Strategic arrest means that intentional Strategic arrest means that intentional 
arrestable situations are planned and arrestable situations are planned and 
designed to achieve maximum effectdesigned to achieve maximum effect

 Strategic arrest usually means very few Strategic arrest usually means very few 
people need to be arrested, and others can people need to be arrested, and others can 
peacefully and lawfully support as peacefully and lawfully support as 
witnesses from the sidelineswitnesses from the sidelines
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Strategic arrestable actionsStrategic arrestable actions
Well placed, comfortable and diffcult to remove, one Well placed, comfortable and diffcult to remove, one 
protester achieves more than 30 in a mass arrest protester achieves more than 30 in a mass arrest 
scenarioscenario

© A Ricketts 2012
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Blockade devicesBlockade devices

 Strategic arrest usually relies upon the use Strategic arrest usually relies upon the use 
of blockade devices that need to be of blockade devices that need to be 
expertly removed before  a person can be expertly removed before  a person can be 
taken awaytaken away

 Police tend to respond to these in a Police tend to respond to these in a 
professional way (they are used to professional way (they are used to 
attending car accidents)attending car accidents)
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Some rules to make it saferSome rules to make it safer

 Robust devices are neededRobust devices are needed
 The person must be locked inThe person must be locked in
 A A ““buddybuddy”” must be in the crowd with the  must be in the crowd with the 

key available should the person need to be key available should the person need to be 
removedremoved

© A Ricketts 2012
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Exit strategyExit strategy

 It is anticipated that the industry will be It is anticipated that the industry will be 
determined to ‘break’ blockades determined to ‘break’ blockades 
symbolicallysymbolically

 So its important to know ahead of time So its important to know ahead of time 
that each local blockade is a battle in a that each local blockade is a battle in a 
longer warlonger war

 A blockade proves the industry is being A blockade proves the industry is being 
forced onto communities against their willforced onto communities against their will
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Theory of changeTheory of change

 Every time the government and Every time the government and 
companies use force against rural companies use force against rural 
communities they take a backward step communities they take a backward step 
politicallypolitically

 Communities involved in csg free Communities involved in csg free 
strategies aim to demonstrate that the strategies aim to demonstrate that the 
political and economic cost is too highpolitical and economic cost is too high

 The people can and will win !The people can and will win !

© A Ricketts 2012
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Take home messagesTake home messages

 Non-violent direct action has been proven to be Non-violent direct action has been proven to be 
one of the most successful forms of protest one of the most successful forms of protest 
*when used as a part of a well planned *when used as a part of a well planned 
campaign strategycampaign strategy

 Careful use of strategic arrestable situations Careful use of strategic arrestable situations 
increases effectiveness of protests whilst increases effectiveness of protests whilst 
reducing the risk of mob scenes and violencereducing the risk of mob scenes and violence

 A growing network of empowered local A growing network of empowered local 
communities defending their patch and linked communities defending their patch and linked 
to neighbouring communities will present an to neighbouring communities will present an 
insurmountable obstacle insurmountable obstacle 35



Even when the companies win they Even when the companies win they 
lose in the court of public opinion….  lose in the court of public opinion….  

© A Ricketts 2012
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ConclusionConclusion

 No-one is being encouraged to  do No-one is being encouraged to  do 
any of the things featured in this any of the things featured in this 
presentationpresentation

 All direct action protests and actions All direct action protests and actions 
occur as the result of the autonomous occur as the result of the autonomous 
decisions of the individuals involveddecisions of the individuals involved

© A Ricketts 2012
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The Activists’ HandbookThe Activists’ Handbook

'The Activists' Handbook' is a powerful 'The Activists' Handbook' is a powerful 
guide to grassroots activism. A guide to grassroots activism. A 
priceless resource for everyone ready priceless resource for everyone ready 
to make a difference, environmental to make a difference, environmental 
activist Aidan Ricketts offers a step-activist Aidan Ricketts offers a step-
by-step handbook for citizens eager by-step handbook for citizens eager 
to start or get involved in grass-roots to start or get involved in grass-roots 
movements and beyond.movements and beyond.

To purchase copies online go to

http://aidanricketts.com
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The people vs CSG the birth of the CSG free community strategy

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Bvx-0DyNsw
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